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Variability in the Raman Spectrum
of Unpolished Growth and Fracture
Surfaces of Pyrite Due to Laser Heating
and Crystal Orientation

Roger N. Bryant1, Jill D. Pasteris1,2, and David A. Fike1,2

Abstract

Two probable causes of variability in the Raman spectrum of unpolished pyrite are well recognized, in principle, but not

always in practice, namely: (1) downshifting of band positions due to laser heating; and (2) variations in the ratios of band

intensities due to crystallographic orientation of the sample with respect to the laser’s dominant polarization plane. The

aims of this paper are to determine whether these variations can be used to acquire additional information about pyrites.

Here, using laser Raman microprobe analysis of natural, unpolished pyrite samples, we investigate the magnitude of

downshifting of band positions associated with laser heating of different sizes of pyrite grains. We demonstrate that the

magnitude of this effect can be large (up to �10 cm�1), negatively proportional to grain size, of greater magnitude than the

effect typically attributable to natural intersample differences in trace element (TE) solid solution, and of similar magnitude

among bands. Through Raman analysis of naturally occurring faces on pyrite samples at various angles of rotation, we also

demonstrate that the three most common faces on pyrite can be distinguished by the ratio of the intensities of the

dominant bands. We conclude that for unpolished samples, laser Raman microprobe analysis is most effective as a means of

identifying pyrite, and the presence of solid solution therein, when laser power is low enough to avoid substantial heating.

Once pyrite has been identified, higher laser powers can be used to produce spectra whose ratios of band intensities

indicate the face or crystallographic plane being irradiated.
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Introduction

Mineral identification and further characterization (e.g.,

size, degree of crystallinity, morphology, and neighboring

phases) often provide essential environmental context for

interpreting geochemical data. Laser Raman microprobe

analysis, in contrast to powder X-ray diffraction (XRD),

petrography, and electron microprobe analysis, allows indi-

vidual grains of 1 mm or less (depending on instrumental

configuration) to be assigned an accurate mineral identifi-

cation. The spectral bands produced by Raman analysis of a

mineral are defined by vibrational frequencies indicative of

the bonding and symmetry of the mineral structure. The

positions of the bands for a mineral can be distinguished

from those of other minerals, including polymorphs (e.g.,

marcasite and pyrite, see Fig. 1).1 Pyrite is a common acces-

sory phase in many igneous and metamorphic rocks, is

often abundant in ore deposits, and also occurs in many

sedimentary rocks. Despite the abundance and importance

of pyrite, however, its band positions and band intensity

ratios in previously published Raman spectra are markedly

variable.1–10 Whether this variability represents analytical

artifacts, inconsistent spectral calibration between different

instruments and labs, near-surface strain, or real mineral-

chemical differences has yet to be addressed. Additionally, if

the variability is real, its origin as the result of compositional

or morphologic differences remains to be clarified. In this
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study, we conduct experiments to evaluate the presence

and nature of variability in the Raman spectra of pyrite

samples analyzed under controlled conditions. We also

explore whether variation in band positions and band inten-

sity ratios can be diagnostic for the presence of chemical

impurities and for the morphology of the pyrite crystal.

Variability in the Raman Spectrum

of Pyrite

Crystalline pyrite belongs to the cubic/isometric crystal

system, crystal class 2/m�3, with unit cell factor group sym-

metry of Th. The Raman-active modes are traditionally

referred to by their group symmetry properties Eg, Ag,

and Tg.
2 We will use that nomenclature here (Fig. 1).

Figure 1b shows a typical Raman spectrum of a hand

sample of pyrite, with crystals on the order of �1 cm.

The three bands from left to right correspond to the char-

acteristic Raman-active modes for pyrite: the S2 dumb-bell

libration (Eg); the S–S in-phase, symmetric stretch (Ag); and

the coupled libration and stretch (Tg(3)) modes.2,4,11 Table I

is a compilation of Raman spectral data on pyrite from the

literature. Two ways in which the published spectra vary

are: (1) the positions (recorded in wavenumbers) of the

bands; and (2) the intensity ratios of the bands with respect

to each other.

Figure 2 shows the substantial variability in the position

of each major band previously published in the literature. A

displacement in the position of one band is typically accom-

panied by sympathetic displacements in the other two

bands. The band positions of the Ag and Tg(3) modes of

pyrite are positively correlated with the band position of

the Eg mode of pyrite, with R2 values of 0.85 and 0.80,

respectively.

Potential Causes of Variability
in Band Positions

Differential Calibration

If the Raman instruments in different laboratories are cali-

brated differently, this could result in apparent offsets in

band positions for pyrite samples analyzed in separate

labs.14 Typically, a Si wafer is used as a standard to deter-

mine the amount of offset of the measured position from

the standard’s accepted position due to inaccurate calibra-

tion. As all pyrite’s bands occur close to that of Si (band at

�520.5 �cm�1), any amount of offset due to incorrect cali-

bration should be the same for all bands. While calibration

error alone may therefore be able to produce the covari-

ance of band positions (with a slope of �1) seen in Fig. 2,

calibration error alone is unlikely to explain the full range of

variation in band positions in Table I and Fig. 2.

Analytical Artifacts

Laser heating has been shown to result in downshifting of

bands for many materials,15–28 especially those that are

opaque. Pyrite is opaque and has a prominent optical

absorption band in the wavelength region of �300–

1200 nm,29 which encompasses the wavelength of lasers

typically used for Raman analysis (e.g., 532 nm, this study),

so this effect is expected to be relevant to pyrite. As pyrite’s

bands occur close together, this effect should be of similar

magnitude for each band,27 potentially facilitating the

covariance of band positions (with a slope of �1) in Fig. 2.

Incident laser light does not penetrate far into opaque

materials such as pyrite, so any near-surface strain will also

affect band positions. This effect is not likely to be relevant

for growth faces and fracture surfaces,30 but can cause

bands to be upshifted by up to 12 cm�1 if samples are

prepared mechanically,14 i.e., by polishing.14,30,31

Phonon Confinement

In various nanometer-scale (<25 nm diameter) materials,

band positions have been shown to vary with analyte size
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Figure 1. Raman spectra of: (a) a 0.3 cm-diameter marcasite

sample (Ward’s Natural Science) from Vintı́řov, Bohemia, Czech

Republic, and (b) a 1 cm-diameter pyrite sample from Navajún, La

Rioja, Spain. All bands are labeled with their positions (calculated

as the band midpoint at half maximum intensity). Both spectra

were produced using a laser power of 3 mW, an optical objective

of 80� and numerical aperture (N.A.) of 0.75, and averaging over

20 spectra each with a collection time of 5 s. The spectral reso-

lution for these spectra is 2.5 cm�1.
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due to a phonon (lattice vibration) confinement

effect.17,32–44 This effect is expected to be relevant for

nanometer-scale pyrite, and could result in band downshifts

of >10 cm�1 if grains are <5 nm in diameter.32

Trace Element Chemistry

The presence of trace elements (TEs) in substitutional solid

solution can, due to their differences in atomic mass from

that of Fe, shift the positions of the Raman bands for pyrite.

For example, Pačevski et al.31 found that natural pyrite with

�8 wt% Cu (inferred to be in solid solution) yielded Raman

spectra with Eg, Ag, and Tg(3) bands downshifted by

�11 cm�1, �2 cm�1, and �13 cm�1, suggesting that band

position variation in pyrite due to solid solution is not

inherently likely to be uniform for all bands. Additionally,

of all TE contents reported, for most natural pyrites only

Ni, Co, Se, and As are likely to be present predominantly

within the unit cell, while others (Cu, Zn, Pb, Bi, Sb, Tl, Mo,

Ag, Cd, Mn, Hg, and Te) can occur both within the unit cell

and in micro-inclusions within matrix material or other sul-

fide minerals.45

Potential Causes of Variability
in Band Intensity Ratios

It is well-known that band intensity and area ratios depend

on crystal orientation with respect to the polarization plane

Table 1. Compilation of positions (vibrational frequencies), and ratios of intensities of the bands in published Raman spectra for pyrite.

Study Morphology/texture

Eg mode

(cm�1)

Ag mode

(cm�1)

Tg(3) mode

(cm�1)

Ag intensity/

Eg intensity

White1 Euhedral, macroscopic 343 379 430 1.02–1.38

344 378 N/A �1.2

Vogt et al.2 Euhedral, macroscopic 343 379 430 �3.5

Mernagh and Trudu3 Euhedral,macroscopic 342 377 428 �1.5

Kleppe and Jephcoat4 Microcrystal 344 379 430 �2.2

Danise et al.5 Framboidal, polished 342 379 432 �1.25

Cavalazzi et al.6 Framboidal, polished 343 379 430 �1.25

Borjigin et al.7 Framboidal, polished 343 379 432 �1.6

343 379 430 �1.4

Xu et al.8 Microsphere, nanocrystals 338 374 424 �1

Wei et al.9 Nanochain 335 371 421 �1.6

Mao et al.10 Nanocrystal, euhedral 338 371 N/A �2.2

342 377 N/A �2.1

RRUFFa R050070 Euhedral, cubic,

macroscopic, polished

343 b 379.2 b 430 b 0.90

RRUFFa

R050190

Euhedral, macroscopic,

polished

343.4 b 379.9 b 433.6 b 3.04

RRUFFa

R070692

Euhedral, ‘‘fine-grained,’’

macroscopic

340.8 b 374 b 425 b 1.94

Range of values 335–344

�¼ 9 cm�1
371–379.9

�¼ 8.9 cm�1
421–433.6

�¼ 12.6 cm�1
0.90–3.5

aThe RRUFF Project is an online database (rruff.info) for Raman spectral data.12,13 Files of spectral intensity vs. frequency shifts are publicly available and

were assessed quantitatively.
bWhen not explicitly listed in published papers, band positions and intensity ratios were determined by the present authors by inspection of enlarged

printouts of the spectra.

N/A, not reported; macroscopic, a grain size of >100mm.
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Figure 2. The positions of the three dominant bands for pyrite

(�343, �379, and �430 �cm�1), as reported in the literature

(Table I). The positions of the three bands co-vary, with slopes

of �1.
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of the incident laser beam,15 as has been demonstrated for

other minerals (e.g., phlogopite).46,47 Accordingly, analyses

of faces representing different crystallographic planes

through the pyrite unit cell (i.e., {100} versus {111} versus

{210})48 or rotation of a single face on a horizontal stage

should result in appreciable changes in band intensity and

area ratios.

In summary, for a suite of unpolished, larger than nano-

sized pyrite crystals analyzed under the same instrumental

and calibration conditions, one might expect differences

both in: (1) band positions, due to compositional variations

and differential laser heating; and (2) the relative intensities

of bands, due to crystal orientation with respect to the

plane of polarization of the laser.

Methods and Materials

In order to test the above hypotheses, three series of

experiments were conducted using a fiber optically coupled

Raman microprobe (HoloLab Series 5000, Raman

Microprobe, Kaiser Optical Systems, Inc.). The spectral

region of 100–4000 �cm�1 was recorded using an excita-

tion wavelength of 532 nm from a frequency-doubled

Nd:YAG laser. Further details on the Raman system’s cali-

bration are found in the online Supplemental Material

(Raman Instrumental and Methods Specifications, p. 2).

The effect of the inherently strong polarization of the

laser combined with some depolarization from other opti-

cal elements in the beam path produced a transmission

ratio in the x,y directions of 25:2. We used GRAMS/32 AI

v.6.00 spectroscopy software (Thermo Scientific) to fit

bands (using a combined Gaussian–Lorentzian band

shape), and thereby calculate band position, intensity, and

area values. The spectral resolution for all spectra herein is

2.5 cm�1. For all experiments on pyrite, a 50� objective

(N.A.¼ 0.55) was used and analyzed faces were oriented

perpendicular to the laser beam. Daily instrumental preci-

sion for band positions (�0.1 cm�1) was determined by

analysis of a Si wafer (100) at maximum laser power,

using the 80� objective, at the start and end of each ana-

lysis session.

First, to test the effect of laser-induced heating on the

band positions as a function of crystal size, we collected

spectra (20 spectra of 1 s duration, averaged; these settings

were sufficient to produce high ratios of signal-to-noise

[S/N]) for three unpolished pyrite samples (Fig. S1) measur-

ing �1 cm, �100 mm, and �1 mm in diameter. To change the

(unmeasured) temperature at the surface of the crystal, the

power density on the sample surface was changed by

adjusting the laser power to the sample surface (measured,

as in Fig. S2). The laser power was evaluated between spec-

tral collections without moving the sample by collecting a

Raman spectrum from a polished silicon wafer mounted

adjacent to the sample. The silicon wafer had been cali-

brated by recording its count rate as a function of the

laser power measured by a laser power meter

(Metrologic Instruments, Inc.). The silicon was always mea-

sured in the same orientation, using an 80� ultra-long-

working distance Olympus objective (NA¼ 0.75). The aver-

age error of the laser power based on the measured count

rate was 0.1 mW.

Second, to evaluate the range in band positions among

typical geological samples, we analyzed unpolished faces on

five pyrite samples from worldwide localities (Fig. S3) on

which we obtained chemical analyses (see below). To avoid

excessive sample heating, a laser power of 1 mW at the

sample surface was used. For these experiments, 32 spectra

of 4 s duration were collected and averaged, as the previ-

ously used 20 spectra of 1 s duration did not result in suf-

ficiently high S/N for every sample. The instrumental

reproducibility for the positions of the Eg, Ag, and Tg(3)

bands (1s¼ 0.02, 0.03, and 0.1 �cm�1) was determined

by collecting ten spectra on the same spot on a single

sample, moving away from the spot and defocusing between

each spectral collection. For 2 g of the same samples, the

abundances of Ni, Co, Se, As, Cu, Zn, Pb, Bi, Tl, Mo, and Te

were measured by Activation Laboratories (ON, Canada)

using ICP-MS.

Finally, to test the effect of crystal orientation on the

intensity and area ratios of bands, centimeter-scale samples

(Fig. S4) featuring {100}, {111}, and {210} faces,48 were

mounted on a rotating stage and rotated clockwise, with

20 spectra of 1 s duration collected and averaged at 10�

increments. This experiment was repeated using two dif-

ferent laser powers: 5 mW, and the highest achievable,

14.4 mW. Although the reproducibility of the intensity and

area ratios of the Ag and Eg bands was measured to

be� 0.01 (1s) at 1 mW, 5 mW, and 14.4 mW, the 5 mW

and 14.4 mW laser powers offered improved S/N, and

peaks were fit with higher confidence (R2> 0.997). Due

to the high laser powers used in this test, sample heating

likely modified the resultant data, though any modifications

were modulated by the use of large (�1 cm) pyrite crystals.

Data from all reproducibility tests are listed in the

Supplemental Material, Table S1.

Results

Effects of Sample Heating on Spectra

As laser power was increased, all bands were downshifted

(Fig. 3; Fig. S5) and, in general, broadened (Fig. S6). The

downshifting of bands with respect to laser power was

approximately linear in most cases (Fig. 3). The magnitude

of this effect and the lowest wavenumber positions attained

by each band were also negatively correlated with the grain

size of the analyte (Fig. 3; Table 2). The total downshifting

was greatest for the Ag band, followed by the Tg(3) band,

and then the Eg band (Fig. 3; Table 2). The lowest wave-

number positions (in Table 2) were constrained by: (1) the

40 Applied Spectroscopy 72(1)



maximum attainable laser power at the sample’s surface for

the analytical setup (14.4 mW); and (2) the maximum laser

power reached without apparent volatilization of the

sample (�2.6� 0.1 mW for the 0.01 cm-diameter fragment;

�0.8� 0.1 mW for the 1 mm-diameter framboidal micro-

crystal; no volatilization was apparent for the 1 cm-dia-

meter crystal), which was indicated both by lack of visible

alteration of the sample and absence of newly created

Raman bands (e.g., at �217 and 282.4 �cm�1). It also

should be noted on Fig. 3 that even at the lowest laser

powers employed (�0.1 mW), greater downshifts in peak

position occurred in the smaller, compared to the larger

grains.

Spectral Differences Among Samples

The five geologic samples measured under constant analyt-

ical conditions yielded spectra with slightly different pos-

itions for the same bands (Table 3, Fig. 4). The positions of

the Ag and Tg(3) bands co-vary with those of the Eg band,

but with different slopes (Fig. 4a and 4b) to those for bands

in published spectra (Fig. 2). Other spectral parameters

such as band area and intensity ratios are explored in the

Supplemental Material (Fig. S7).

The samples additionally exhibit variable TE content

(Table 3; Table S2). In the context of the present study,

the most important message is that the wavenumber

range among these ‘‘typical’’ pyrite samples (Table 3) is

only about one-tenth of that shown in Raman spectra in

the pyrite literature (Table I, Fig. 2).

Spectral Differences Due to
Crystallographic Orientation
Within a Sample

{100} Faces, Cubic Pyrite

At a laser power of 5 mW, the average intensity ratio of the

Ag band relative to the intensity of the Eg band was

0.99� 0.05 (2s) (Fig. 5a). The intensity ratio varied slightly

as the sample was rotated from 0� (in which a pair of ver-

tical faces were oriented parallel to the laser’s plane of

polarization) to 360�, and peaked when the face was ori-

ented at 0� (or 360�), 90�, 180�, and 270�, with minima at

45�, 135�, 225�, and 315�. The average area ratio of the Ag

band relative to the area of the Eg band was 0.97� 0.06

(2s) (Fig. 5a). The area ratio also peaked at 0�, 90�, 180�,

and 270�, with minima at 45�, 135�, 225�, and 315�. Note

that the maxima at 90� and 270� were of slightly greater

amplitude than those at 0� and 180�. Likewise, the minima

at 45� and 225� were of slightly greater amplitude than

those at 135� and 315�.

The full width half-maximum (FWHM) values of the

Eg and Ag bands were generally smallest when the

band area ratios peaked, at 0�, 90�, 180�, and 270�
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Figure 3. Changes in the position of the (a) Eg, (b) Ag, and (c)

Tg(3) bands, with an increase in laser power at the sample surface.

The average laser power measurement error was� 0.1 mW.

Instrumental reproducibility (1s) for band positions varied with

laser power and between bands (Table S1) but was always smaller

than the symbols used here, so is not shown.

Table 2. The lowest wavenumber positions attained by each

Raman band in the laser heating experiment, using the

50� objective, for analytes with different grain sizes.

Grain

diameter

(cm)

Lowest wavenumber band position (cm�1)

Eg Ag Tg(3)

1 341.4 (�¼ 0.6) 377.1 (�¼ 1.9) 428.5 (�a
¼ 1.5)

0.01 340.8 (�¼ 1.2) 376.4 (�¼ 2.6) 427.3 (�¼ 2.7)

0.001 334.6 (�¼ 7.4) 366.3 (�¼ 12.7) 418.5 (�¼ 11.5)

aHere, � refers to the downshift of each band from the ‘‘ideal’’ position,

taken as 342, 379, and 430 �cm�1, for the E, Ag and Tg(3) bands,

respectively.1
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(FWHM �4.4–4.7 cm�1, compared with typical values of

�4.8–5.1 cm�1; Fig. S8). The very small (�0.2 cm�1) vari-

ations in the band positions showed no obvious trend with

sample rotation.

At a laser power of 14.4 mW, the average intensity ratio

of the Ag band relative to the intensity of the Eg band was

0.76� 0.54 (2s) (Fig. 5b). The average area ratio of the Ag

band relative to the area of the Eg band was 1.1� 0.13 (2s)

(Fig. 5b). Intensity ratio variations during rotation were

much larger, but less clearly defined, at 14.4 mW compared

to 5 mW. As the FWHM of the Ag band increased during

rotation, the intensity ratio of the Ag and Eg bands

decreased as a negative power function (Fig. S9), and the

Ag band was downshifted (Fig. S10).

{111} Faces, Octahedral Pyrite

In the starting orientation (0�) of the crystal, one exterior

edge of the (111) face was perpendicular to the laser’s plane

of polarization. At a laser power of 5 mW, the average

intensity ratio of the Ag band relative to Eg band was

1.84� 0.08 (2s) (Fig. 6a). The average area ratio of the

Ag band relative to the Eg band was 1.77� 0.06 (2s).

Although the data acquired at 5 mW in Fig. 6a show

small-amplitude oscillations, there is no clear relationship

between angle of rotation and the ratios of band intensities

or areas. There is no correlation between any band’s

FWHM value and: (1) its position; (2) its intensity ratio;

or (3) its area ratio.

At a laser power of 14.4 mW, the average intensity ratio

of the Ag band relative to the Eg band was 1.93� 0.06 (2s)

(Fig. 6b). The average area ratio of the Ag band relative to

the Eg band was 2.08� 0.1 (2s). As at 5 mW, there is no

correlation between any band’s FWHM value and: (1) its

position; (2) its intensity ratio; or (3) its area ratio.

{210} Faces, Pyritohedral Pyrite

In the chosen starting orientation of the crystal, the longest

edge of the (210) face was oriented perpendicularly to the

laser’s plane of polarization. At a laser power of 5 mW, the

average intensity ratio of the Ag band relative to the Eg band

Ag Tg(3)
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Figure 4. The positions of bands generated from five macroscopic pyrite samples (see Fig. S3) from different localities. (a) Ag plotted

vs. Eg, (b) Tg(3) plotted vs. Eg. The different symbols correspond to different samples in Table 3: open rounded square¼A; filled

circle¼B; open circle¼C; filled square¼D, and open square¼ E. Error bars in legend correspond to 1s instrumental reproducibility

data (Table S1).

Table 3. Summary of Raman band positions and TE abundances for the geologic samples used in this experiment. Sample names

correspond to labels in Fig. S3.

Sample

Eg band

position

(�cm�1)

Ag band

position

(�cm�1)

Tg(3) band

position

(�cm�1) Ni (wt%) Co (wt%) Se (wt%) As (wt%)

A 342.9 379.2 430.5 0.0006 0.0001 <0.0001 0.0491

B 342.8 379.2 430.5 0.0002 <0.0001 0.0009 0.0279

C 342.9 379.3 430.4 0.1174 0.0112 <0.0001 0.0033

D 342.6 379.0 430.0 0.0002 0.0004 0.0013 0.9875

E 342.1 378.0 429.8 0.0028 0.0091 0.0019 0.0399

Range of

values

342.1–342.9 378.0–379.2 429.8–430.5 0.0002–0.1174 <0.0001–0.0112 <0.0001–0.0019 0.0033–0.9875
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was 1.41� 0.6 (2s) (Fig. 7a). The average area ratio of

the Ag band relative to the Eg band was 1.35� 0.54 (2s).

The origin of the large standard deviations is a clear 180�

periodicity in both datasets, with minima at �20� and 200�

and maxima at �110� and �290� (the exact rotational

positions being a function of the ‘‘arbitrary’’ starting

orientation). The second maximum has smaller amplitude

than the first. Periodicity of a different type occurs in the

FWHM (Fig. S11a) and band position (Fig. S12) data with

rotation. For each of them, a single broad maximum occurs

at �200� and a much narrower local maximum occurs at

�290–310�.

At a laser power of 14.4 mW, the average intensity ratio

of the Ag band relative the Eg band was 1.34� 0.21 (2s)

(Fig. 7b). The average area ratio of the Ag band relative to

the Eg band was 1.66� 0.25 (2s). Again, the origin of the

large standard deviations is a 180� periodicity in both data

sets, with minima at �10–20� and �190–210�, and maxima

at �110� and �280–290� (Fig. 7b). In contrast to the 5 mW

experiment, there is no apparent periodicity in the FWHM

(Fig. S11b) or band position data (Fig. S12). The FWHM and

band position data are discussed further in the

Supplemental Material (p. 15).

Discussion

Our observation that increasing laser power leads to

downshifted (Fig. 3; Fig. S5) and broadened (Fig. S6)

Raman bands, particularly for small grains (Fig. 3), strongly

supports the hypothesis that there exists a temperature

effect for the Raman spectrum of pyrite. The observed

volatilization or oxidation of the 0.01 cm- and 1 mm-

diameter samples at laser powers of 2.6� 0.1 mW and

0.8� 0.1 mW, respectively, provides further evidence that
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respond to 1s instrumental reproducibility data (Table S1) for (a),

but error bars for (b) are smaller than the symbols used, so are

not shown.
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the observed changes in the Raman spectrum were in

direct response to rising temperature at the sample surface.

The major difference between these two observed types of

heating effects is that the former represents a nondestruc-

tive, reversible displacement of atoms and the latter, the

destruction of the mineral. It is also worth noting that the

literature band positions farthest from the typical values are

for nanocrystals (Table I)—an observation of the variation

in band positions with grain size, which this study explains.

When laser power and objective N.A. were held con-

stant, Raman spectra for pyrite samples of various

morphologies and provenance demonstrated a narrow

range in the positions of each of the three bands (Fig. 4;

Table 3), about one-tenth of the range we have found to be

attributable to laser heating (Fig. 3; Table 2). The strong

positive correlations (R2> 0.94) between the relative

areas and relative intensities of the bands (Fig. S7) rule

out differential heating as the cause of this (small) intersam-

ple variability because heating results in band-broadening in

spectra (Fig. S6), thereby weakening the correlation

between relative intensities and relative areas of bands.

We thus suggest that the variations in band positions

among these samples likely are related to physical–chemical

differences among them, such as in TE content (Table 3;

Table S2). Importantly, these TE differences are associated

with no more than a 0.8� 0.04, 1.3� 0.06, and

0.7� 0.2 cm�1 difference for positions of the Eg, Ag, and

Tg(3) bands.
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The observed covariance of area and intensity ratios

(Figs. 5a, 6a, 6b, 7a, and 7b) with rotation of (100), (111),

and (210) faces suggests that, rather than being subject to a

differential rotation-dependent broadening of the Ag and Eg

bands, both ratios are a function of the relative degrees of

excitation of the Ag mode compared to the Eg mode for

pyrite, which depend on the crystallographic orientation

with respect to the plane of polarization of the incident

laser beam. The clear oscillations of the (100) and (210)

data with rotation are likely a function of the two-fold sym-

metry of crystal structure of pyrite as viewed perpendicu-

larly to the (100) and (210) faces (Fig. 8e and 8g). The lack

of covariation of area and intensity ratios with rotation of

the (100) face at a laser power of 14.4 mW (Fig. 5b) can

likely be attributed to greater thermal broadening of the Ag

band relative to the Eg band at random angles of rotation

(Figs. S8b, S9, and S10 as discussed further in the

Supplemental Material, p. 12). Differences in the average

ratios of band areas and intensities between the crystallo-

graphic planes analyzed here, and changes in ratios of band

areas and intensities with rotation of these individual crys-

tallographic planes (summarized in Fig. 8), are likely the

result of directionally dependent differential excitation of

the Eg and Ag modes.

For geologic applications, the most important finding is

that, despite their spectral variations due to rotation, the

different face types (i.e., crystallographic planes) of pyrite

still can be clearly distinguished by the values of their typical

band intensity ratios. Particularly at a laser power of

14.4 mW, the average (�2s) band intensity ratios and

area ratios for the three crystallographically different face

types do not overlap (Fig. 8c and 8d). Based on this rela-

tionship, Raman microprobe analysis in which the laser

beam is approximately perpendicular to the mineral face

could be used to distinguish among these three face types

on pyrite samples, regardless of rotation. The specific laser

power needed will depend on the instrument configuration

and the degree of heat dissipation for the pyrite samples

under consideration. Given that certain face types repre-

sent specific pyrite morphologies (e.g., the {210} form rep-

resents the pyritohedral morphology), Raman microprobe

analysis could be used to infer crystal morphology, although

connection of samples to a good heat-sink may be neces-

sary to prevent volatilization of nano-/microcrystalline

pyrites.

Conclusion

We have determined the magnitude of several effects on

the Raman spectrum of pyrite. First, the heating effect iden-

tified here can cause sufficient downshift in Raman bands to

encompass and also explain most of the band position vari-

ability in previously reported Raman spectra for pyrite. The

magnitude of this effect, which is far greater than that likely

to result from differential calibration, can be reduced

through the use of lower laser powers, by analyzing

larger grains, or by ensuring that the analyte is connected

to a good heat-sink. If laser heating is demonstrably

avoided, Raman band positions may be related to phys-

ical–chemical differences (e.g., TE content) among samples.

However, it is worth noting that several of the literature

data are from polished samples (a common state for geo-

logic samples being studied). Further work is necessary to

extend the results of the present study to polished sec-

tions, which would include evaluation of the effects of dif-

ferent polishing techniques.

Second, we confirmed the expectation that the band

intensity ratios in Raman spectra for pyrite vary due to

changes in unit cell orientation with respect to the plane

of polarization of the laser. Given that the band intensity

ratios were distinguishable for the three most commonly

developed face types on pyrite, laser Raman microprobe

analysis could be used to infer pyrite crystal morphology

in sedimentary records, even when pyrite is present in

trace amounts and of very fine grain size. Future work

will involve developing a method applicable to framboidal

pyrites, then experimentally calibrating the relationship

between various environmental conditions and pyrite

crystal morphology. Because different morphologies are

thought to reflect different formation conditions (e.g.,

degrees of supersaturation),51 Raman-based determination

of the crystal morphology of naturally occurring pyrite

could then potentially be used as a method for inferring

specific environmental conditions at the location of pyrite

formation.

This work should serve as a blueprint for those wishing

to use laser Raman microprobe analysis to characterize

pyrite and, perhaps, other unpolished opaque phases after

testing as documented here. It is clear that the experimen-

tal set-up (laser wavelength and power, objective NA) and

physical nature of the sample (grain size, morphology, and

orientation) are of paramount importance in determining

the position, relative intensity, and relative area of Raman

bands. A Raman spectrum is thus of limited diagnostic use

without accompanying information on the experimental

setup and samples analyzed. To promote inter-laboratory

consistency, published Raman spectral studies should also

report detailed information on their instrument calibration

procedure.
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